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ABSTRACT

Indonesia experienced relatively high
economic growth during the 1970s and the
energy supply system was strained to
keep up with demand. Several energy
studies were thus carried out around
1980, including a nuclear power planning
study and a nuclear plant feasibility
study. During the 1980s, economic
growth rates were subtantially lower,
but surprisingly electricity demand re-
mained fairly high. In 1984 it was
therefore decided to update previous
nuclear power studies. This effort was
completed in 1986. Using energy projec-
tions and cost estimates developed du-
ring the updating of previous nuclear
power studies, the paper discusses the
economic justification for a nuclear
power program in Indonesia. Results of
the update, including computer runs of
MAED and WASP models supplied by the
IAEA, will be presented along with ap-
propriate sensitivity analysis. These
results are then analyzed in the light
of 1986 developments in international
oil price. Preparations for the for-
thcoming nuclear power program are des-
cribed, including the construction of a
multi-purpose reactor and associated
laboratories in Serpong, near Jakarta.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia's economic growth from a
GDP of 4.82 trillion rupiah in 1969 (in
constant 1973 prices) to 12.84 trillion
1983 has required a tremendous increase
in energy supply. This has necessitated
a substantial increase in domestic ener-
gy supply capacity, both oil refining
and power generating capacity.

Although Indonesia possesses signi-
ficant amounts of non-nuclear energy
resources of various kinds and so far
does not have proven reserves of ura-

nium, the nuclear option,despite of its
capital intensiveness and its sophisti-
cation, has been and is still being con-
sidered seriously for introduction
the next decade. This paper attempts to
present the economic considerations for
the introduction of nuclear power in the
light of the current global economic si-
tuation.

PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENTS

Indonesia is currently implementing
the Fourth Five Year Plan (Pelita IV).
The progress in economic development
achieved so far may be seen from Table
1. The accompanying energy consumption
during part of this period is shown in
Table 2. One of the factors which made
possible the rapid economic development
until 1982 was the low domestic energy
prices. Several energy studies have been
conducted to aid in the formulation of
an appropriate long-term energy strate-
gy, because some negative aspects of
these developments were being increas-
ingly felt. These were, among others,
the emergence of oil as practically the
sole foreign exchange earner and as the
principal source of energy. Furthermore
the low domestic prices set for oil pro-
ducts encourages wasteful energy uses
and discourages oil substitution. Among
the studies was the nuclear plant feasi-
bility study carried out during 1978-79.
The second oil price hikes during 1979-
81 had provided a windfall for the eco-
nomy and a new energy strategy was
required. However the Government decided
in 1981 not to proceed with the nuclear
power plant project. The early 1980's
saw a slump in the world economy which
had an impact on Indonesia's economy. By
this time the domestic price increases
of oil products had become a necessity.
A number of refinery expansion projects
were launched. Nuclear power was propo-
sed to be reconsidered by the Government
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and an updating study was initiated in
1985.

Table 1 Gross Domestic Product
(in Billion Rupiah,Constant 1973 Prices)

YEAR GDP MANUFACTURING SECTOR

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

4820.5
5182.0
5544.7
6067.2
6753.4
7269.0
7630.8
8156.3
8882.0
9566.5
10164.9
11169.2
12054.6
12325.4
12842.2 (73697
(78213.8)
(79679.1)

399.0
435.(5
490.0
564.0
650.0
755.0
847.9
930.0
1057.7
1235.6
1395.3
1704.6
1877.8
1900.7

.6) 1942.5 (8211.3)
(9489.6)

(10048.5)

Note : Figures in brackets are constant
1983 prices

development. As an example, at this po-
int of time our per capita annual con-
sumption is still in the region of 150
kWh and the proportion of households
electrically connected is estimated at
about 18%. Therefore even with the
lower economic growth rates pertaining
to the early 1980's of around 3%/yr
the utility's sales have achieved growth
rates of about 15% annually.

Energy resources of Indonesia are
commonly believed to be large. However
the population is already 170 million,
with a large proportion still poor. It
is unreasonable to expact that these
energy resources would be large enough
to meet future energy demand as well as
a source of financing for development
projects. Moreever the population is
still expanding rapidly at about
2%/yr. Valuable oil and gas resources
should therefore not be squandered by
burning even to "fuel" the economy, if
other more economical ways could be
found to obtain the full value of the
resource.

Table 2 Indonesia : Energy Consumption
(million BOE)

Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

Household

37.421
43.869
46.605
49.180
54.856
52.767
48.757
45.953

Transportation

35.819
47.667
52.496
48.682
54.447
54.397
53.704
55.469

Industry

40.584
55.727
62.180
69.436
75.255
78.089
82.041
88.580

Public electricity

7.849
10.331
11.745
18.913
22.907
24.656
30.651
36.789

Total

121.673
157.594
173.026
186.211
207.465
209.909
215.153
226.791

REASONS FOR CONSIDERING NUCLEAR POWER

The introduction of nuclear power
in less developed countries involves
substantial mobilization of resources,
both financial and manpower resources
which are lacking. Nevertheless we
believe that it may be justifiable on
the basis of
(i) economic merit
(ii) opportunities for technological

development, and
(iii) diversification of energy sources

in the power grid system.

In the case of Indonesia, all these
reasons are pertinent. The growth of
the public utility sector has been ra-
pid. The experience has been large
elasticities with respect to income due
to the low starting base of our power

The primary justification for nuc-
lear power therefore is economic. As
with other less developed countries
Indonesia is in a position of compara-
tive advantage with respect to developed
countries in nuclear power plant cons-
truction. This arises from the large
proportion of civil works which in prac-
tice is much more labor-intensive and
very much cheaper than in advanced coun-
tries. This position of comparative ad-
vantage is particularly marked when com-
pared with the longer construction
schedules sometimes experienced in
advanced countries.

THE ECONOMIC CASE FOR NUCLEAR POWER

The updating effort on the nuclear
power plant feasibility study undertaken
during 1985-1986 have shown that the
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nuclear option for Indonesia is very
much open. One consultant engaged for
this purpose, which had been obtained
through the graciousness of a United
States Government grant, have developed
the best capital cost estimates to date
for nuclear power plants to be built in
Indonesia (see Table 3). Based on these
costs the levelized generation cost
coal«fired and nuclear plants have been
calculated and compared, by using cer-
tain assumptions, and these are shown in
the following table (see Table 4).

The updating work was carried out
by an inter-agency team and thus made
full use of the available expertise. The
opportunity of obtaining the assistance
of the International Atomic Energy Agen-
cy was also taken up and the MAED energy
demand model was used to generate demand
projections for the electrical grid sys-
tem expansion plan analysis. This was
then implemented by using the WASP-III
computer program.

Table 3 Capital Costs of Nuclear and Coal-fired Power Plants

Type of Plant No.of Unit & Net Capacity Total Capital Cost Unit Costs

Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal

w/o
w/o
w
w
PWR
PWR
HWR
HWR

FGD
FGD
FGD
FGD

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

365
550
360
542
616
938
626
1031

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW

•C
O

•C
O

•C
O

•C
O

$

•C
O

•C
O

•C
O

668
867
783
1017
1669
1999
1962
2601

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

•C
O

•C
O

$

•C
O

•C
O

$

•C
O

$

915/kW
788/kW
1097/kW
1097/kW
1355/kW
1065/kW
1567/kW
1261/kW

Source : Consultant's report

Note : 1) The above estimates have been prepared, under the assumption of
"normal" site conditions and experienced project management and on
the basis of two units at one siwz with a delay of one year, with
prices of 1st of July 1985.

2) Since the consultant's report the suppliers of HWR indicated that
the 600 units could be built to produce 750 MW at a cost of $ 1002
million or $ 1336/kW.

Table 4 Comparison of Coal and Nuclear Levelized Generation cost
(1998 mills/kWh)

Case

Nuclear : 938 MW PWR
(1) Capital Cost $ 1065/kW

Fuel escalation 4.45%/yr
(2) Capital Cost $ 1278/kW

Fuel escalation 4%/yr
(3) Capital Cost $ 1065/kW

Fuel escalation 4%/yr

Coal : 550 MW w/o FGD
(4) 5% Fuel escalation

Coal price $ 50/T (1990)
(5) 5% Fuel escalation

Coal price $ 35/T (1986)

Current Monej

6%

67.6

70.4

64.8

77.8

70.1

8%

66.9

70.3

64.5

75.4

68.1

r Discount

10%

66.4

70.2

64.1

73.3

66.3

Rate

12%

65.8

70.0

63.8

71.4

64.8

Note : Calculations based on 1998 as first year of operation using capacity
factors and other data given in Consultant's report, and escalation of
4%/yr.
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Proponents of nuclear power are
Often accused of making exaggerated
energy demand projections in order to
justify the suitability of a nuclear
power plant to be accommodated in a
power grid. It was decided therefore to
make a very conservative projection of
future power requirements and needs. For
the purpose of making energy projections
we had obtained the services of another
foreign consultant through another grant
from the Government of France.

Table 5 shows some of the most
important assumptions and Table 6 the
results of the energy demand projec-
tions. These are much lower than pre-
vious energy demand projections produced
in the preceding energy studies for
Indonesia, primarily because of the
lower economic growth rates assumed in
the present study. The output of MAED
was made into inputs for model WASP-III,
which had already been made available
earlier by the IAEA. As can be seen,
the projected installed capacity by the
year 2000 is around 10000 MW for the
Java grid system.

The results of the
follows.

runs are as

In January 1986, the study team
agreed to use the following input da-
ta and assumptions in the implementa-
tion of WASP runs for the nuclear
power plant updating studies:

- Input data
report

from the Consultant's

- Capital cost and other data on
coal-fired plants from the utility,
to be used in sensitivity analyses

- 10% discount rate with 8% and 12%
for sensitivity analyses

- % LOLP = 0.2739 or LOLP of one day
per year

- Coal price escalation of 1%/yr
from 1990, and for sensitivity ana-
lyses 0% as well as 2%/yr through
1990-2000 then 1%/yr

- Linear depreciation method.

Table 5 Basic Assumptions for MAED Projections

1982 1990 2000
High Scenario

GDP (trillion '82 Rp)
%/yr
Manufacturing sector growth
Population (million)
%/yr

Low Scenario
GDP (trillion '82 Rp)
%/yr
Manufacturing sector growth
Population (million)
%/yr

2010

243.9959.633 88.105 149.791
5.0 5.45 5.0
8.70 8.74 6.72

154.662 180.1 210.5 242.5
1.92 1.57 1.43

59.633 88.105 137.486 203.51
5.0 4.55 4.0
8.70 6.97 5.87

154.662 183.5 222.8 265.0
2.16 1.96 1.75

Table 6 Results of MAED Projections

High Scenario
Total Energy, million BOE
Commercial Energy, million BOE
Total Electricity, TWh
Java Grid Electricity, TWh
Java Grid Peak Load, GW

Low Scenario
Total Energy, million BOE
Commercial Energy, million BOE
Total Electricity, TWh
Java Grid Electricity, TWh
Java Grid Peak Load, GW

1982 1990 2000 2010

334.3
172.6
19.9

8.53
1.55

334.3
172.6
19.9

8 . 5
1.55

471.1
281.9
40.7
18.10
3.20

471.4
282.2
40.5
18.0
3.18

752.4
518.0
99.8
52.06
8.76

690.0
464.5
85.6
45.4

7.70

1166.6
880.4
200.6
122.88
19.74

986.6
721.4
161.4
19.9
16.32
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2. Table 7 shows initial results ob-
tained in BATAN during January and
February 1986, using:

» MAED load growth projections ob»
tained by December 1985, which
during this period underwent corre«.
ctions of transmission and r*istri»
bution losses

- "Sinking fund" depreciation method
(inadvertently unchanged)

- 6 units of C04H in FIXSYS and geot-
hermal capacity of 1020 MW

- Other assumptions as in paragraph
above.

Conclusions :

• Nuclear scenario more advantageous,
with predetermined configurations
of GT1H and CO4H

- The difference in objective functi-
on between the nuclear and the non-
nuclear scenario is only about 1%.

3. Table 8 shows HASP run results ob-
tained in IAEA during February 15-.28,
1986, using the following inputs :

» The same load growth projections as
those uted in BATAN in the begin-
ning of February 1986, and then re-
corrected again when it was reali-
zed that the MAED output should
have been "net generation"(to match
the Consultant's input data for
WASP), rather than "gross generati-
on"

- 6 units of C04ii in FIXSYS, and 470
MW of geothermal unite

- Other assumptions the same as pre-
vious runs in BATAN.

The results were :

- The nuclear scenarios are more ad-
vantageous

Table 7 Sone WASP Run Results in BATAN
January 20 - February 11, 1986

No

1
(HWR)

2
(PWR)

3
(Non-N)

4
(HWR)

5
(Non-N)

Load with new ELOSS

6
(PWR)

7
(PWR)

8
(Non-N)

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
K S

9 502 138

9 588 520

9 423 032

9 330 802

9 044 523

9 069 745

8 569 282

8 657 628

YEAR

GT1H

40

40

38

38

23

23

23

23

2010 CONFIGURATION

CO4H

4

4

4

4

4

4

6

6

CO6H

14

13

31

13

32

17

15

33

NU9H

11

13

0

11

0

11

12

0

YEAR
OF FIRST
NU9H

1998

1999

-

1999

•

2003

2000

-

Assumptions : Preliminary Load Growth Projection
Consultant's Data
10% Discount Rate
Coal Price : 550/T (1990) +Escalation 1%/yr
"Sinking Fund" Depreciation
LOLP : 1 Day/yr
ENS cost : $ 1/kWh
FIXSYS : 6 units of 365 MW coal-fired plants

Geothermal capacity 1020 MW, except no.7 and 8 with 470 MW
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The HWR 9 optimum solution differs
significantly, by about 3.4%,from
the non-nuclear scenario (it should
be noted, however, that a 1031 MW
HWR does not exist; the largest
operating HWR being the Bruce NPP,
4 x 850 MW, with part of the steam
going to heavy-water plants)
All of the sensitivity analyses
carried out did not change the year
of the first HWR, 1997
The PWR9 scenario is a little more
advantageous compared with the non-
nuclear scenario, the difference in
value of objective function being
around 1%
The forced additions of C04H units
in 1997 or 1998 increases slightly
the value of the objective function
(by less than 0.2%)
The latest correction on the load
growth delays both the HWR9 and
PWR9 year of introduction by 1 year
Increasing the coal escalation by
1% for 10 years increases the
objective function by 2.37%.

4. In May 1986, the MAED output could
be said to be very satisfactory with
regard to the form of the load-dura-
tion curve to be used as WASP input.
The WASP runs subsequently made
in BATAN, with the same assumptions
as those made previously in IAEA,
except for the linear depreciation
method and not "sinking fund", succe-
eded in obtaining for HWR9 value of
objective function lower than non-
nuclear solutions. Not so for PWR9,
although the difference in values of
objective function is small (0.4%).

5. Table 9 shows results obtained in
BATAN during June and July 1986, sub-
sequent to the reduction of 6 C04H
units to 4 in the FIXSYS module.

The results showed :

PWR9 is introduced in- The first
2001

- With 8% discount rate, introduction
of PWR9 is advanced to 1996

Table 8 WASP Run Results in IAEA
February 1986

No

1
(HWR)

2
(HWR)

3
(HWR)

4
(HWR + 4CO4H97)

5
(HWR + 4CO4H98)

6
(PWR)

7
(PWR)

8
(PWR + 4CO4H98)

9
(Non-N)

10
(Non-N)

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
K $

8 456 725

8 398 339

8 358 693 *

8 373 947

8 366 371

8 558 114

8 557 461 *

8 561 889

8 649 319

8 464 723

YEAR

GTlH

38

34

30

30

30

29

31

31

29

30

2010 CONFIGURATION

C04H

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

CO6H

13

12

11

12

12

11

12

12

33

32

NU9H

11

12

13

12

12

15

14

14

-

-

YEAR
OF FIRST
NU9H

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1998

1998

1999

-

m
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11
(HWR DR 8%)

12
(HWR DR 12%)

13
(HWR + Geothermal 1020 MW)

14
(2% Coal Escalation)

15
(Without coal escalation)

16
(HWR)

17
(PWR)

18
(Non-N)

19
(PWR)

20
(PWR)

10 705 188 *

6 568 813 *

8 526 900 *

8 556 397 *

8 153 794 *

7 711 773 *

7 899 147 *

7 949 588

7 944 873

7 909 763

27

30

30

30

30

34

28

24

19

16

3

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

2

0

10

12

10

7

12

9

11

30

24

19

14

12

13

15

12

12

13

0

6

11

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1998

1999

2009

2000

Assumptions : Tentative Load Growth Projections (Nos. 16 - 20 with correction)
Consultant's Data. 10% Discount Rate.
Coal Price : $ 50/T (1990) + Escalation 1%/yr
"Sinking Fund" Depreciation
LOLP : 1 day/yr
ENS cost
FIXSYS

$ 1/kWh
6 units of 365 MW coal-fired plants
470 MW of Geothermal plants.

* Optimum Solution

« With 12% discount rate, introduc-
tion of PWR9 was delayed to 2003

» Nuclear introduction with PWR6 in
1996 increases the value of objec-
tive function to a value comparable
with the case featuring coal price
escalation of 12%/yr (objective
function increased by 3.1%).

Subsequent runs in BATAN in August
1986 obtained an objective function
value of only 0.02% higher than the
coal (non-nuclear) optimum solution,
with PWR9 introduced in 2002.

6. The following main conclusions may be
made concerning WASP run results uti-
lizing the Consultant's data and the
above mentioned assumptions.

(i) Introduction of the HWR9 nuc-
lear option produces the "most
optimum solution", using either
the sinking fund or linear
method of depreciation. With

the PWR9 option, an optimum solu-
tion can only be obtained for the
case with the sinking fund method
of depreciation.

(ii) With the linear depreciation me-
thod, a PWR9 nuclear solution is
obtained by changing only one- of
the following parameters;
a. The discount rate, changed 10%

to 8%. An 8% discount rate is
not too low, bearing in mind
that European utilities use 5%

b. % LOLP, from 0.2739 to 0.5478.
LOLP of 2 days/yr is not too
large and may be justified

c. Coal price escalation of 2%/yr
for 1990-2000. This escalation
is also not too high and is
lower when compared actual with
escalation during 1974-85 of
4.6 %/yr.

(iii) WASP runs can more easily obtain
nuclear power plant introduction
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if a higher load growth is used
(for instance 15%/yr), or a longer
simulation is carried out (say
through 2015, since the first nuc-
lear plant is introduced only in
1997).

(iv) These WASP results show that the
competition between PWR9 and C06H
is so close that the difference
between the values of the obtained
objective functions is much less
than the uncertainties associated
with the input data. (In other
words WASP cannot be so accurate
as to definitively make a choice
between the two).

The equivalence of coal arx* nuc-
lear generating costs, based on the
asumptions made in this study, may not
constitute a strong economic justifica-
tion for nuclear power. We maintain that
a prudent course of action is the start
of at least one nuclear power plant pro-
ject. The uncertainties of the assump-
tions justify at least the case for the
establishment of the initial infra-
structure for a future nuclear power
program. For this purpose the construc-
tion of the first nuclear power plant is
essential. The spectre of increasing
coal prices during the 1990s is the main
rationale for these conclusions.

Table 9 WASP Runs Made in BATAN
June - July 1986

No OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
K $

YEAR 2010 CONFIGURATION

GT1H | CO4H | CO6H | PWR9

YEAR
OF FIRST
PWR9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
(Discount Rate 8%)

8
(Discount Pate 12%)

9
(2% Coal Escalation)

10
(PWR Capital Cost incr.
10% + Coal Escal 2%)

11
(Original Cap. Cost

+ 2FPW6)

8 270 189

8 249 381

8 240 979

8 238 719

8 235 696 *

8 236 718 *

10 553 362 *

6 431 908 *

8 441 654

8 555 510

8 493 221

36

36

36

36

36

36

36

34

36

36

37

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

9

7

7

6

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

13

11

11

11

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

7

9

9

8+2PWR6

1996

1996

1999

2000

2001

2001

1996

2003

1996

2002

1996 (PWR6)
1999 (PWR9)

Assumptions : Final Load Growth Projections
Consultant's Data (N0.6 to 11 were corrected)
10% Discount Rate (except where stated)
Coal Price : $ 50/T (1990) + Escalation 1%/yr (except where
Linear Depreciation
LOLP : 1 day/yr
ENS cost : $ 1/kWh
FIXSYS : 4 units of 365 MW Coal-Fired Plants

470 MW of Geothermal Capacity

stated)

* Optimum Solution
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STEPS TOWARDS NUCLEAR POKER INTRODUCTION ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Embarking on a nuclear power prog-
ram, indeed on the first nuclear power
project, requires a considerable effort
in preparation and mobilization. In
Indonesia the first steps in this
direction have already been taken.

A nuclear research establistment is
currently under construction in Serpong
near Jakarta. The first and the princi-
pal facility, a 30 MW multipurpose re-
search reactor, is at the time of wri-
ting nearing completion. It is planned
to reach criticality in August of 1987
and its commissoning will be completed
by the end of the year. Other facili-
ties being built include : a fuel fabri-
cation facility for the research reac-
tor, a second fuel fabrication facility
to produce power reactor fuel for test
purpose, a radio-isotope production ins-
tallation, a rad-waste treatment labora-
tory, and other nuclear research facili-
ties. The establishment will be com-
pleted during the course of the next
five-year plan period.

As the question of the first nuc-
lear power plant project, an invitation
has been extended to five leading nuc-
lear supplier companies to conduct a
study on the possibility of their lead-
participation in a build, operate and
transfer (or BOT) scheme in Indonesia.
The initiative has arisen out of the
aftermath of the impact of international
oil-price developments of 1986. Concern
has been expressed on the possible
prospects of a shortfall in the supply
of electricity during the late 1990's
because of constraints that may materia-
lize in the ability to finance long-term
power projects to supply power when it
may be needed in large amounts. The
response of the fine companies have been
encouraging and the reports of their
studies are being awaited with great
expectations.

CONCLUSIONS

Economic studies to date indicate
that nuclear energy could be part of
Indonesia's energy mix before the end of
the century. Calculations of levelized
generating costs of both coal and nuc-
lear plants as well as analyses of
Java's system expansion plants show that
the nuclear option is economically jus-
tified. The expected •. )al price in-
creases within the next :ew years will
only make the justification stronger.

The authors wish to thank Ms. J.P.
Alie for her assistance in the calcula-
tions for Table 4. The updating study
had been conducted by an inter-agency
team during 1985 and through August
1986. The WASP runs had been executed
by Ms. Mutiara and Mr. Karsono.
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